Multiple view clustering using a weighted combination of exemplar-based mixture models.
Multiview clustering partitions a dataset into groups by simultaneously considering multiple representations (views) for the same instances. Hence, the information available in all views is exploited and this may substantially improve the clustering result obtained by using a single representation. Usually, in multiview algorithms all views are considered equally important, something that may lead to bad cluster assignments if a view is of poor quality. To deal with this problem, we propose a method that is built upon exemplar-based mixture models, called convex mixture models (CMMs). More specifically, we present a multiview clustering algorithm, based on training a weighted multiview CMM, that associates a weight with each view and learns these weights automatically. Our approach is computationally efficient and easy to implement, involving simple iterative computations. Experiments with several datasets confirm the advantages of assigning weights to the views and the superiority of our framework over single-view and unweighted multiview CMMs, as well as over another multiview algorithm which is based on kernel canonical correlation analysis.